8 Basic Tips to Save Money on College Textbooks!
1. Before purchasing or renting books at the bookstore compare prices online:
 Amazon.com (Amazon is offering a 6-Month Free Trail of Student Prime. Student Prime
offers Free Two Day Shipping)
 Chegg.com
 Half.com
 Bookrenter.com
2. Buy used books! It is highly recommended to buy use books from students. Facebook is the
best way to connect to peers!
Check out:
 UCR Craigslist
 Free & For Sell (UCR)
 Sell UCR Textbooks
 Textbook Exchange (UCR)
 UCR Groups on Facebook
3. Ask the Professor. Check in with your professor or read over the syllabus to make sure they’ll
use the entire book. Often times they only use a few chapters from the text. This can help you
decide whether to buy the book or use the library’s copy.
 Scanners are available in the Rivera and Orbach Library!
4. Use the Rivera and Orbach Library! Our libraries have textbooks on reserve that are available to
check out for 2 hours! So don’t forget to ask your professor if the textbook will be available in
the library!
5. Our departments in Costo Hall, such as Chicano Student Programs and Undocumented Student
Programs, have lending libraries. So instead of buying a book, borrow a book.
6. Opt for EBOOKS. Many textbooks are now available in EBook format that you can buy or rent
as a cheaper alternative.
 Don’t own a tablet? Watkins has free printing up to 200 pages a quarter!
7. Sharing is caring! You can split the cost with a peer and arrange study schedules as often as you
need.
8. Visit UCR BOOK EXCHANGE located on Big Springs Rd. You can find discounted UCR
textbooks there!
Tax Tip: Save your receipts! Your textbook expenses might qualify as a tax credit under the American
Opportunity Tax Credit or the Lifetime Learning Credit.
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